Pathways: Job Shadowing & Informational Interviewing in Integrated Work Environments

Framework: Transition Planning
- Career & Exploration Planning -- Explore Here First
  - Before Job Shadowing + Interviews: Tip Sheet 1.1 for Youth - Interest Assessment & Career Research
  - After Job Shadowing + Interviews: Lesson Plan 1.1 - Dream Work Environment

Framework: Person & Family Directed Planning
- Person & Family Centered Program Design -- Explore here first!
  - Before Job Shadowing + Interviews: Tip Sheet 3.2 for Youth - Activities, dream job & volunteering preferences
  - After Job Shadowing + Interviews: Lesson Plan 3.2 - Career Options & Career Skills Knowledge

Framework: Employment
- Career Exploration -- Explore here first!
  - After Job Shadowing + Interviews: Tip Sheet 8.4 for Youth - Interest Assessment Informed by new experiences + Job Search Skills & Interview Prep Activities
  - After Job Shadowing + Interviews: Lesson Plan 8.4 - Resumes & Professional References